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This  report  is  the  fifth  in  a  series  1 from this  laboratory dealing 
with the concentration effect in large plant cells.  The present paper 
is concerned with the changes in P.D. across the protoplasm of cells of 
Valonia macrophysa observed  2 when these cells were exposed to vari- 
ous dilutions of certain artificial solutions resembling sea water, but 
in which the NaC1 of sea water was more or less completely replaced 
by KC1.  Electrical effects produced by KC1 are of especial interest 
in view of the remarkable degree to which this salt is accumulated in 
Valonia  sap.  These new experiments serve as a  further test of the 
interpretation of bioelectric potentials which has been  developed in 
earlier papers,  and which is now summarized in the following para- 
graphs. 
In the measurements  of P.~. with Valonia, the cell is impaled on a fine glass 
capillary  filled with artificial  sap,  through which electrical  connection  is estab- 
lished  with the  interior of the  cell.  The  P.D. across  the  protoplasm  is  thus 
measured directly between the vacuolar sap and an external solution bathing the 
entire outer surface  of the cell.  The advantages of this procedure  have been 
discussed in earlier papers, lb's 
I Earlier papers:  (a) Osterhout, W. J. V., and Harris, E. S., J. Gen. Physiol., 
1928-29, 12, 761; (b) Damon, E. B., and Osterhout,  W. J. V., J. Gen. Physiol., 
1929-30, 13, 445; (c)  Osterhout, W. J. V., ].  Gen. Physiol.,  1929-30, 13,  715; 
(d) Osterhout, W. J. V., J. Gen. Physiol., 1936-37, 20~ 13. 
The  experiments  reported in  this paper  were  carried  out at  Bermuda in 
1931.  Apparatus and methods for supporting  the impaled  cells, applying the 
solutions, and measuring the P.D. have been described in earlier publications, s 
3 Damon, E. B., J. Gen. Physiol.,  (a) 1929-30, 13, 207; (b)  1931-32, 15, 525; 
(c)  1932-33, 16, 375. 
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Experiments indicate that the protoplasm consists  4 of an aqueous layer (W) 
bounded by two dissimilar non-aqueous surface layers (X and  IT).  The system 
which is measured when the cell  is immersed in natural sea water may accord- 
ingly be represented  as follows: 
I Protoplasm  ] 
A.  Sea water  Sap 
xlwlr 
It is assumed that the concentrations of electrolytes are uniform throughout the 
X  layer, in distribution  equilibrium  with sea water. 
When some other external solution is substituted for sea water, we may make 
the usual assumption that a  thin film at the outer surface of X  comes at once 
into distribution  equilibrium with  the external solution; this  film will  be called 
X0.  If this  assumption is correct, we shall have at the start  in X: 
tin equilibriumX° X  B.  New external  in equilibrium 
solution  with new solution  with sea water 
Pl  P$ 
while  the  rest  of the protoplasm  remains  for the  time  being  unchanged.  We 
may accordingly attribute the initial change in P. D. to the new diffusion potential 
at P2, plus any change in the phase boundary potential at Pl (provided the meas- 
urement is made before diffusion has had time to penetrate through the X  layer 
into W).  Since we shall consider only this initial change, the potentials at the 
other layers of the protoplasm need not enter into our calculations. 
According to the usual theories of phase boundary potentials,  the P.D. at Pl 
is given by the expressionS: 
RT 1  AKCK + ANaCNa +  ..........  (1) 
P.D. =  ~-  n  Ac1CcI ~-  .............. 
where CK, CNa, and CC1 represent  the concentrations of the  K +, Na  +, and  C1- 
ions in the external  solution,  and A K, A Na, and  A C1 the "true" ionic partition 
coefficients.  (Ca ++, Mg  ++, and SOc ions, also present  in the solutions used in 
these experiments, need not be included in Equation 1, since it has been shown  xb 
that the P.D. observed with diluted sea water is not affected by relatively large 
changes in the concentrations of these ions.  It may therefore be assumed that 
the  partition  coefficients  for these  ions  are  negligibly small.)  In the  present 
40sterhout,  W. J. V., J. Gen. Physiol.,  1927-28, 11~ 83; Biol.  Rev.,  1931,  6~ 
369; Ergebn. Physiol.,  1933, 35,  1013. 
5 Michaelis, L., and Fujita, A., Z. phys.  Chem., 1924, 110, 266; Horovitz, K., 
Z. phys. Chem., 1925, 115, 424. E.  B.  DAMON  385 
discussion,  we shall adopt the assumption (used also in an earlier paper  lb)  that 
the true ionic partition coefficients are constant, independent  of changes in con- 
centration.  It then follows from equation (1)  that the phase boundary poten- 
tial at Pl will not be affected by changes in the dilution  of the external  solution, 
and hence that changes in the P.D. resulting from dilution  alone may be ascribed 
to the diffusion potential at P2. 
The data obtained from measurements  of concentration effect may accordingly 
be used as a basis for calculating  the relative  mobilities  of ions in the X  layer. 
This calculation  was simplified by the discovery lb that the concentration effect 
observed  with natural sea water is practically the concentration effect for NaCI 
alone,  the part played by the  other salts  of sea  water being  relatively  small. 
(The presence of these salts  is nevertheless  of great importance for  preventing 
injury  to  the  protoplasm.)  Interpretation  of  the  concentration  effect  with 
natural sea water as a diffusion potential at P2 involving  only the Na  + and C1- 
ions has led to the conclusion  lb that the mobility of C1- in the X layer is about five 
times as great as that of Na  +. 
The relative mobility of K + in the X layer has been calculated from the changes 
in 1,m. observed  when  Valonia  cells were transferred  from natural sea water to 
artificial  sea waters  in which  all or part of the NaCI was replaced  by KC1; it 
was found  8c that the mobility of K + is about twenty times  as great as that of 
C1-.  In  this  calculation,  the  additional  assumption  was  made  that  the  true 
ionic partition coefficients for K + and Na  + are equal.  Obviously, other assump- 
tions as to the magnitude of the partition coefficients will lead to different values 
for the mobility of K +.  It has been  demonstrated  3c, however,  that no values 
which may be assigned  to AK and ANn in equation (1) will account for the ob- 
served P.D. on the basis of phase boundary potentials  alone; in any case, a large 
proportion of the observed  change  must be assigned  to the diffusion potential 
at P2.  It is therefore  highly probable,  whatever the partition coefficients may 
be, that the mobility of K + in the X layer is actually greater than that of C1-. 
From the apparent relative mobilities of K +, Na  +, and C1- in the 
outer surface layer of Valonia protoplasm (K  >  C1  >  Na), it is to be 
expected that with artificial sea waters containing high concentrations 
of KC1 the  sign of the  concentration effect will be  opposite to that 
with natural sea water.  That is, whereas with natural sea water we 
find  that  dilution  increases  the  inwardly  directed  P.D. 6 across  the 
protoplasm, with  KCl-rich sea waters it is to be expected that dilu- 
tion will decrease  the  inwardly directed  P.D.  The new experiments 
e With natural sea water,  and with the modified and diluted  sea waters used 
in  the  experiments  reported  in  this  paper,  the  P.D. across  the  protoplasm of 
Valonia  is directed  inward,  in the sense that positive  current tends to flow from 
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show that this is actually the case with small dilutions of the KCl-rich 
sea waters.  With higher dilutions, however, more complicated phe- 
nomena are encountered which make it necessary to modify some of 
the simple assumptions employed in the foregoing discussion. 
The  measurement of  the  concentration effect with  KCl-rich sea 
waters is complicated by the fact that the P.D. with these solutions 
does not remain constant, but undergoes more or less characteristic 
changes  3c which have been ascribed to the penetration of K + into the 
W  and Y layers of the protoplasm.  These changes begin very soon 
after the KCl-rich solution has come in contact with the protoplasm. 
Consequently, when a  cell is treated first with a KCl-rich sea water, 
and then with a  dilution of this sea water, it is very difficult to dis- 
tinguish between changes in P.D. actually produced by dilution and 
such fluctuations as would have occurred if the solution had remained 
unchanged. 
A  study  of  P.D.-time  curves  has  shown,  however,  that  when 
natural sea water is  replaced by undiluted KCl-rich sea water the 
initial rise in P.D. is reproducible and can be calculated from the con- 
centrations of K + in the sea waters (although subsequent changes in 
the  P.D. may  be  complex).  It  appears,  therefore,  that  the  best 
method available for studying the effect Of diluting these solutions is 
to compare the initial changes in P.D. across the protoplasm of impaled 
cells when different dilutions of KCl-rich sea water are substituted for 
natural sea water. 
The P.D.-time curves in Fig. 1 illustrate the kind of data which can 
be obtained by this procedure.  (The differences in the forms of these 
curves will be discussed later.)  The solutions used in these measure- 
ments were dilutions of a  KC1Mch sea water  ~ (hereafter called KCI- 
7 The modified sea waters used in these experiments had the following com- 
position, based on a formula for artificial sea water recommended  by McClendon, 
J. F., Gault, C. C., and MulhoUand, S., Carnegie Institution of Washington, Pub. 
No.  251,  1917: 
K q- Na  0.500  molar  C1  0.570 molar 
Ca  0.011  "  Br  0.001  " 
Mg  0.054  "  SO4  0.028  " 
HCOa  0.003  " 
Dilutions of these modified sea waters were made with a solution of glycerol, 
8.7 per cent by weight, in distilled water.  The freezing point of this solution is 
approximately the same as that of Bermuda sea water. E.  B.  DAMON  387 
sea  water)  in  which  the  concentration  of KCI was 0.500  molar,  all 
the  NaC1 of ordinary  sea water being replaced  by KC1.  The  data 
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Fio.  1.  Typical l'.D.-time  curves showing  changes in the P.D. across Valonia 
protoplasm when different dilutions of KCl-sea water (open circles)  were substi- 
tuted for natural sea water (shaded circles) as the external solution.  The number 
at the right of each curve indicates the dilution; i.e., the number of liters of dilute 
solution containing one liter of KCl-sea water. 
The five measurements using dilutions up to fivefold were made on the  same 
Valonia cell; the four measurements with higher dilutions were made on a second 
cell. 
The 1,.D, is in all cases directed inward, i.e. positive current tends to flow from 
the external solution through the protoplasm into the vacuolar sap. 
Fig.  2,  curve  A,  which  shows  the  relation  between  the  dilution  of 
KCl-sea water and the initial rise in P.D. when diluted KCl-sea water 
replaces natural  sea water. 
With dilutions less than fivefold, the initial rise in P.D. was found in 388  CONCENTRATION  EFFECT  WITH  VALONIA 
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FIG.  2.  Curves  showing  the  concentration  effect  with  dilutions  of  KCl-rich 
sea waters  in  Valonia.  P.D.'s  plotted  as  ordinates  are  differences  between  the 
r.D.  in  ordinary  sea  water  and  the  first  maxima  in  the  P.D.-time  curves  when 
natural sea water was replaced by diluted KCl-rich sea water.  The dilutions are 
plotted  on a  logarithmic scale as  abscissae. 
Data for each curve were obtained from measurements on 15 or 16 individual 
cells.  Each  small  circle  represents  a  single  measurement;  in  cases  where  a 
measurement  was repeated on the same ceil, only the highest value is reported. 
The large double circles show the average values of P.D.  with  the undiluted sea 
waters as reported in an earlier paper. 3¢  Each group of points represents measure- E.  B.  DAMOlg  389 
general  s to decrease with  increasing dilution.  This is  in  agreement 
with previous results  s° showing that the mobility of K + in the outer 
layer of the protoplasm is greater than that of C1-.  With dilutions 
greater than fivefold, however, the behavior was altogether different: 
the r.D.-time curves were of an obviously different form; the initial 
rise  in r.D.  was larger than  with  the fivefold dilution,  and  the  r.D. 
increased  regularly  as  the  dilution was  increased  (Fig.  1,  Fig.  2A). 
In other words, with dil,ttions greater than 5, the sign of the concen- 
tration effect with KCl-sea water is reversed, becoming the same as 
with natural sea water. 
The precise dilution at which the change in type of l'.D.-time curve 
occurs was found to vary slightly from ceU to cell.  Thus, in several 
cases, the curve with the fivefold dilution of KCl-sea water had the 
shape  characteristic of higher dilutions;  in one case,  the  curve with 
the sevenfold dilution resembled the curves with dilutions less than 5. 
In such cases, the values of the initial rise in P.D. were in fair agree- 
ment with the values observed with  time curves of the more usual 
type.  It is perhaps  significant,  however, that  the lowest values  of 
P.D. with the fivefold dilution were obtained from curves of the type 
commonly found with higher dilutions. 
Similar phenomena were observed  with  KCl-rich  sea waters  con- 
taining smaller proportions of extra KC1.  Curves  B  and C  of Fig. 2 
show the  results of measurements like those  reported in  Fig.  1  and 
ments with the same solution, but in order to show all observed values a number 
of pairs of points have been displaced  symmetrically to right and left of their 
true abscissae. 
Curves have been fitted approximately to the average values of r.D.;  in so 
doing, closely grouped points have been given more weight than scattered points, 
and  among scattered points,  high  values  have been given more weight  than 
low ones. 
A shows the concentration effect with KCl-sea water, containing 0.500 mole 
of KC1 in a liter; B, with the KCl-rich sea water containing 0.200 mole of KC1; 
C, with the KCl-rich sea water containing 0.050 mole of KC1.  D  shows,  for 
comparison,  the concentration effect for natural sea water  (KC1  =  0.012)  as 
reported in an earlier paper, lb 
s In Fig. 1, however, the value of the initial rise with the threefold dilution 
falls somewhat out of line with the other values measured on the same cell. 390  CONCENTRATION  E~'FECT  V¢IT~r VALONIA 
Fig. 2A, but  using dilutions of two modified sea waters in  which the 
concentrations of potassium were respectively 0.200  and 0.050 molar. 
With  these solutions,  as with KCl-sea water,  the  change in the  sign 
of the concentration effect was accompanied by a  change in the form 
of the P.D.-time curves.  It will be seen that  the smaller the concen- 
tration of potassium  in the undiluted sea water, the lower is the dilu- 
tion at which the change in the sign of the concentration effect occurs. 
This  relationship will be discussed further  on. 
In the measurements with diluted KCl-sea water, the pH of the solutions was 
adjusted to the same value as that of ordinary sea water, as indicated by the 
color of  cresol red.  This  procedure was  modified later,  after  a  study of  the 
effect of varying the reaction of undiluted natural and  KCl-rich sea waters? c 
It was found that changing the pH between 5 and 10 does not affect either the 
P.D. with natural sea water or the initial rise in P.D. when natural sea water is 
replaced by KCl-rich sea water.  The changes in P.D. with KCl-rich solutions, 
however, are considerably slower when the reaction is acid than when it is alkaline. 
In the measurements with the other two KCl-rich sea waters, therefore, the pH 
of the solutions was lowered to between 5 and 6, in order to broaden the first 
peak of the P.D.-time curve, and thus increase the probability of observing the 
full value of the change in P.D. 
The  measurements  were  carried out  at  room  temperature.  In  the  experi- 
ments with KCl-sea water (March, 1931)  this varied between 16  ° and 22  °, aver- 
age,  18  °.  In the majority of the measurements  with  the other  two KCl-rich 
sea waters (May) the temperature was 23 ° 4- 2°; in a few additional measurements 
with dilutions less than the critical dilution (July-August) the temperature was 
28 °  4-  1  °.  Fortunately, the  temperature coefficient of the P.D. appears  to  be 
small. 
With the  Valonia cells used in these measurements, the P.D.'s with the un- 
diluted and slightly diluted KCl-rich sea waters appear to be rather low, com- 
pared with  the values previously reported  S~ for the undiluted solutions.  This 
may be seen in  Fig. 2,  where averages of earlier values are plotted  as double 
circles.  A particularly large number of cells exhibiting a  small potassium effect 
was encountered in the measurements with dilutions of the sea water containing 
0.200 molar KC1.  In this series, therefore, it was decided to include only cells 
which  when  treated  with  the undiluted solution showed  an  initial rise in I'.D. 
of at least 35  mY. 
In connection with these lower P.D.'s,  it may be significant that at this time 
(May,  1931)  it proved especially difficult to keep the impaled cells free from a 
gelatinous coating of marine bacteria.  This  coating greatly retards  diffusion, 
and in time leads to injury and death of the cell.  Even before injury has actually 
occurred, the presence of a  film of  bacteria may greatly increase the  time re- 
quired for leaching out the cell wall and bringing the protoplasm in contact with 
a  new solution of the desired composition. E. B. DAMON  391 
In measurements with the more dilute solutions,  where the P.D. remains  con- 
stant after it reaches a definite level, the result may be merely an increase in the 
time required for the P.o. to reach its final value.  With undiluted or moderately 
diluted KCl-rich sea water, however, where the P.o. passes through a maximum, 
it becomes essential  to apply the solution as rapidly as possible in order to ob- 
serve the full value of the initial rise in P.D.; here the observed value may be 
greatly diminished  by the presence of bacteria. 
The removal of bacteria from impaled cells by such methods as washing with 
a stream of sea water is not feasible because of the danger of injury to the seal 
between the protoplasm and the glass capillary.  Accordingly,  no measurements 
were accepted with any cell which had become visibly coated with bacteria. 
A key to the explanation of the reversal of the sign of the concentra- 
tion effect with KCl-rich sea waters may be found in a  comparison of 
the shapes of the P.D.-time curves with different dilutions of KCl-sea 
water as shown in Fig.  1. 
With small dilutions, the P.D.-time curves have approximately the 
same form as with undiluted KCl-sea water:  after the initial rise, the 
P.D.  falls rapidly  to  a  minimum,  then  rises  again  more  slowly to  a 
second maximum.  This characteristic fluctuation of the l'.n.  (found 
also with Valonia sap and with pure 0.6 molar KC1) has been inter- 
preted  3 as due to the penetration of KC1 into the aqueous middle layer 
of the protoplasm.  In accordance with this interpretation, we may 
conclude that with dilutions less than 5  (Fig. 1) the initial increase in 
P.D.  results mainly from  the  high  relative mobilify of K +  which is 
diffusing inward through the non-aqueous outer surface layer of the 
protoplasm. 
As the dilution is increased, the fluctuations in P.D. become progres- 
sively less, which suggests that the amount of KC1 entering the proto- 
plasm  is becoming smaller.  Finally,  with  dilutions greater than  5, 
the curves become altogether different from the curves with undiluted 
KCl-rich sea waters.  The fluctuations attributed  to the  entrance of 
KC1 are no longer perceptible. 
With these higher dilutions of KCl-sea water, where the concentra- 
tion effect has the same sign as with natural sea water, the P.D.-time 
curves have the same shape as the curves observed with dilutions of 
natural sea water  TM 9: the P.D. rises rapidly to a definite value at which 
it  remains  approximately  constant  for  some  time  (until  secondary 
changes  in  the  cell appear  as  a  result of too prolonged exposure to 
9 A typical P.D.-time curve with diluted natural sea water is shown in Fig. 3. 392  CONCENTRATION  :EFFECT  WITH  VALONIA 
dilute  solutions).  This  change  in  the  form of the P.D.-time  curves 
suggests that with the higher dilutions of KCl-rich sea waters potas- 
sium no longer plays an important part in the 1,.D., and that the con- 
centration effect with these solutions is to be interpreted in the same 
way as the concentration effect with dilutions of natural  sea water. 
If the concentration effect with the higher dilutions of KCl-rich sea 
waters is to be explained as similar to that with natural sea water, it 
becomes necessary to examine more closely the assumptions which are 
involved in the interpretation of the concentration effect with natural 
sea water. 
In  this discussion,  only the K +,  Na +,  and  C1- ions need be con- 
sidered.  It has been shown  Ib that changes in the concentrations of 
the other principal ions of sea water have little or no direct influence 
on the P.D.  with diluted  sea water. 
This was  demonstrated by comparing the 1,.D.'s across  the protoplasm of a 
Valonia  cell  when  the  external  solutions  were (1) a  threefold dilution  of sea 
water (in which  the concentrations of all  the salts  were reduced by the same 
factor) and (2) an artificial  solution in which the  stoichiometric concentrations 
of Na and CI were the same as in the diluted sea water while the concentrations 
of the other principal ions were approximately the same as in undiluted sea water. 
It was found that the P.D.'s with these two solutions were almost identical,  the 
value with the second solution  (23.5 to 24.6 my.) being slightly larger than that 
with the diluted sea water (23.0 to 23.8 inv.).  That is, the effect of a threefold 
reduction in the concentrations of Na and C1 alone was actually somewhat greater 
than the effect of a similar reduction in the concentrations of all the ions.  The 
reason for this discrepancy is that, although the  concentrations of Na and  C1 
were the same in the two solutions,  the activity of NaCI was somewhat  greater 
in the diluted sea water (solution  1), corresponding to the lower ionic strength of 
this  solution.  A  quantitative  test  of  this  explanation will be presented later 
(page 396). 
Since the other principal ions of sea water (Mg  ++, Ca ++, SO4  -, etc.) 
appear to play a  negligible part in the P.D., we may suppose that in 
the outer or X  layer of the protoplasm  the  concentrations of these 
ions, or their mobilities, or both, are very small, so that the products 
of concentration multiplied by mobility may be neglected in compari- 
son with the corresponding products for CI-,  Na +,  and K +. 
It has been inferred from the shape of the P.D.-time curves that K + 
likewise  plays  no  important  part  in  the  concentration  effect  with E. B.  DAMON  393 
natural sea water or with the higher dilutions of KCl-rich sea waters. 
This assumption is supported by experiments which show that small 
changes in the concentration of K+ in diluted sea water have little or 
no effect on the P.D. across Valonia protoplasm.  Such measurements 
are presented in Fig.  3,  where the r.D.  with  a  threefold dilution of 
natural sea water is compared with the I'.D. with an equal dilution of 
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Fio.  3.  P.D.-time  curves,  from measurements  on  two  different  cells,  illus- 
trating the effect of moderate changes in the potassium content of sea water di- 
luted withan isotonicsolution of glycerol.  Triangles represent P.D.'S in undiluted 
sea water, arbitrarily taken as  zero; open circles,  P.D.'s in a  threefold dilution 
of natural sea water; shaded circles, 1,.D.'s in a threefold dilution of a KCl-rich 
sea water.  Molar concentrations in the dilute solutions were: 
natural sea water ...............  K, 0.004  Na, 0.163  C1, 0.191 
~KCl-richseawater ..............  K, 0.033  Na, 0.133  C1,0.191 
Horizontal broken lines indicate the calculated difference of 2.0 my. (page 396). 
To reduce the size of the figure, the scale of ordinates is broken between 4 and 
16 my.  For the meaning of "dilution" see Fig. 1. 
a  KCl-rich sea water containing 0.100 mole of KC1 in a  liter.  (The 
concentrations of K + in the diluted solutions were respectively 0.004 
and 0.033 molar.)  It will be seen that the P.D.'S with these two dilute 
solutions were not more than 2 my. apart.  Not only is this effect a 
small one, but as we shall see presently (page 396) it can be accounted 
for satisfactorily as resulting from the unequal concentrations of Na in 
the two solutions.  Thus (within certain limits, to be discussed later) 394  CONCENTRATION  IEFFIECT WITH  VALONIA 
it appears that when K  is substituted for Na in diluted sea water, the 
P.D.  is affected only by the decrease in the  concentration  of Na, and 
not at all by the increase in the  concentration  of K. 
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Fzo. 4.  Curve showing the relation between the P.D. and the activity of NaCl 
in dilutions of natural sea water and in certain higher dilutions of KCl-rich sea 
waters.  The mean ionic activities of NaC1 in the external solutions  are plotted 
as  abscissae on  a  logarithmic  scale,  decreasing from left  to  right.  Ordinates 
show the initial rise in P.D. when natural sea water was replaced by the solution 
in question.  The solutions  are"  (1)  dilutions  of natural sea water, as reported 
in  an  earlier paperZb---open  circles;  (2)  the three  highest  dilutions  of the  sea 
water with 0.050 molar KC1, from Fig. 2C--double circles, open centers; (3) the 
threefold dilution of sea water with 0.100 molar KC1, from Fig. 3--shaded circle; 
(4)  the  three  highest  dilutions  of  the  sea water with  0.200  molar KCI, from 
Fig. 2B--double circles, shaded centers;  (5) the Na+/a, C1-/8 sea water described 
in an earlier paperl~--triangle.  The method of least squares was used to deter- 
mine the best straight line passing through these points.  The P.D. with ordinary 
sea water, taken as zero, is represented by a cross; this point does not lie on the 
curve (see page 405). 
By elimination,  therefore, it is found that the  concentration effect 
with higher dilutions  of KCl-rlch sea waters,  as well as with natural 
sea water, is practically the concentration effect for NaC1 alone.  This ~..  B.  D~ON  395 
conclusion may be tested, in the case of sea waters containing appreci- 
able concentrations of Na, by plotting the observed P.D. as a  function 
of the activity of NaC1 in the external solution.  Fig. 4  shows the 
result of such a test, using the data for P.D. with diluted natural sea 
water  1~ and with those higher dilutions of KCl-rich sea waters where 
the P.D.-time curves were of the same type as with diluted natural 
sea water.  The values of the mean activity  1° of NaC1 in these solu- 
tions, plotted as abscissae on a  logarithmic scale, varied by tenfold 
(from 0.24 to 0.023). 
It is evident that the concentration effect over this entire range is 
governed by the activity of NaC1 in the external solution.  Since the 
concentrations of Na + and C1- were varied independently in these sea 
waters, the test shows that both ions are directly concerned in the 
concentration effect.  The K + ion, on the contrary, is found to have 
no perceptible influence on the P.D. with these solutions, although the 
mean activity of KC1 varied by fivefold (from 0.012  to 0.060). 
By analogy with familiar equations for P.D. the empirical equation 
represented by the straight line of Fig. 4 may be written in the form: 
Rr,  V'(Na÷h(Cl-h 
P.D.~  --  r...l  =  --0.795  0.~  ,og  "  . 
%/(Na+)I(C1-), 
(2) 
RT  "V/[Na+]2  [Cl-]~ ~2 
--0.795 ~  log %/[Na+], [C1-]1 ~, 
in which parentheses are used to denote activities and square brackets 
to denote concentrations.  ~/represents the mean activity coefficient 
for NaC1 in the solution in question.  It is assumed that the meas- 
urements of Fig. 4  correspond to the average temperature, 22°C. 
I0 As  defined by  Lewis  and  Randall  n  (page  327).  Values  of  the  activity 
coefficient for  NaCI  were  obtained  by  graphical interpolation between  values 
taken from a table compiled by H. S. Harned3  ~  It is assumed that in these sea 
waters  the activity coefficient for  NaC1 has  the same value as in  solutions of 
pure NaC1 of the same ionic strength.  Effects due to the presence of glycerol 
in the diluted sea waters are neglected. 
n Lewis,  G. N.,  and Randall, M., Thermodynamics and  the free  energy of 
chemical substances,  New  York,  McGraw-Hill Book  Co.,  Inc.,  1923. 
12 Harned, H. S., in Taylor, H. S., Treatise on physical chemistry, New York, 
D. Van Nostrand Co., 2nd edition, 1931,  1, 772. 396  CONCENTRATION  EFFECT  WITH  VALONIA 
With the help of this equation, we may now calculate the variations in P.D. 
to be expected from the small differences in the activity of NaC1 in the experi- 
ments described  on pages 392 and 393.  In the first of these experiments, the 
concentrations of Na + and C1- in the two solutions  were identical;  the activity 
coefficients for NaC1, however, were not the same,  since the solutions  differed 
considerably in ionic strength (0.24 and 0.42).  Substituting in equation (2) the 
values of the activity coefficient for NaC1 in 0.24 and 0.42 molar solutions  (0.72 
and 0.69), we find that a difference of 0.8 my. is to be expected. 
In  the second  experiment, the concentration of C1- was  the same  /,n both 
solutions; the value of 7 was also the same, since the solutions were of equal ionic 
strength.  The concentrations of Na +,  however, were different: namely, 0.133 
and 0.163 molar.  Inserting these values in equation (2) we find that the P.D. 
with the former solution is expected to be the higher by 2.0 my. 
It will be seen that these calculated values are in excellent agreement with 
the experiments,  confirming the assumption that only the Na + and C1- ions are 
important in determining the P.D. with these diluted sea waters. 
Although the high dilutions of KCl-sea water could not be included 
in Fig. 4  (because this sea water did not contain Na), we may assume 
that there is no essential difference between the concentration effect 
with these solutions and the concentration effect with the dilute sea 
waters included in this figure.  This assumption is borne out by the 
similar form of the P.D.-time curves and also by the similar slopes of 
the P.D.-dilution curves at higher dilutions.  As shown in Fig. 2, these 
slopes increase regularly from curve D  (natural sea water) to curve A 
(KCl-sea water).  This  change  in  slope,  however,  can  be  traced  to 
the  change in  activity coefficient with  dilution;  when  this  factor is 
taken into account, as in Fig. 4, the difference in slope becomes insig- 
nificant.  It  is  assumed,  therefore,  that  in  the  concentration  effect 
with all these solutions we are dealing with a  single process:  the out- 
ward diffusion of Na + and C1- from the vacuole. 
We may accordingly apply to the concentration effect with all these 
solutions the interpretation which was suggested in an earlier paper  ~b 
for the  concentration effect with  natural  sea water.  It is  assumed 
that in all these cases we have to do with a diffusion potential, involv- 
ing only the Na + and  C1- ions, in a  non-aqueous layer of the proto- 
plasm in which the mobilities of the ions may differ greatly from their 
values in aqueous solutions.  We may assume that the layer in ques- 
tion is the outer surface  (or X)  layer, judging from the promptness 
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tion of the external sea water is changed.  In accordance with this 
interpretation,  equation  (2)  is  supposed  to  be  equivalent  to  the 
familiar Nernst equation: 
u"  --  v  RT  lo 
~.~., -  P.D.1  ~" ¥~  0.~-~  g~  (3) 
~tt  V 
Setting the factor,  -0.795, of equation (2) equal to ~gives  us 
a new value for u", the relative mobility of Na  + in the X layer:  ff r, 
the mobility of CI-, is arbitrarily taken as unity, u" is found to be 
0.114.  (The difference between this and the earlier value, 0.20, repre- 
sents in part the effect of additional data, in part the effect of taking 
into account the change in activity coefficient with dilution.) 
The quantities c~ and cl in equation (3) are properly concentrations 
of NaC1 in the non-aqueous (X) layer of the protoplasm in which u" 
and v are the mobilities of the ions.  In place of these concentrations, 
which  are  unknown, equation  (2)  employs the  mean  activities  of 
NaC1 in the external sea waters.  In assuming that equations (2)  and 
(3)  are  equivalent, it is therefore implied that the concentrations of 
NaC1 in X0 (the outer surface of the X layer) are proportional to these 
activities, i.e. that  a  distribution equilibrium has been set up with 
respect to NaC1 and that the partition coefficient is constant.  Evi- 
dently this was  approximately true in the measurements with the 
dilute sea waters included in Fig. 4. 
It is obvious, however, that as long as there is a  net diffusion from one layer 
to the other, the two phases can at best be only approximately in equilibrium. 
With dilutions of sea waters containing still smaller concentrations of NaCl, the 
deviations from equilibrium become too important to be neglected.  For example, 
with  the higher dilutions of the  sodium-free KCl-sea water  the  concentration 
gradients in  the  X  layer must  have  been practically the same  as with  equal 
dilutions of the sea water containing 0.300 molar NaC1, since (as shown in Fig. 2) 
approximately the same P.D.'S were observed with equal dilutions of the two sea 
waters.  To calculate the 1,.D. in such cases would require a  detailed knowledge 
of the  diffusion process.  Similarly, the  diffusion process must  be  taken  into 
account in order to explain the failure of K + to participate in the concentration 
effect at higher dilutions. 
We have seen that the concentration effect with high dilutions of 
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alone, with K + playing no significant part.  As the dilution of the 
KCl-rich sea water is decreased, however, a value is reached at which 
K + begins to  influence the P.D., and the P.D.-log  dilution curve, as 
shown in Fig. 2, begins to diverge from the straight line which repre- 
sents the concentration effect for NaC1 alone.  The dilution at which 
this occurs will be called the critical dilution.  With  dilutions  less 
than this critical value, the influence of K + becomes increasingly im- 
portant, finally bringing about the reversal of the sign of the concen- 
tration effect. 
It is evident from Fig. 2 that the greater the concentration of K  in 
the undiluted sea water, the higher is the dilution required to prevent 
K + from influencing the P.D.  A more exact knowledge of this rela- 
tionship may be gained from a  study of the diffusion process in the 
external non-aqueous (X) layer of the protoplasm.  In this study, we 
shall assume that X0, the outer surface of this layer, has been brought 
into distribution equilibrium with the external solution in question, 
and investigate the movement of K + ions in  the ensuing diffusion 
process. 
We may suppose that when the Valonia cell has been for a long time 
in natural sea water, the concentrations of K +, Na +, and C1- will be 
uniform throughout the X  layer, in distribution equilibrium with the 
external sea water, as shown in Fig. 5a.  When a  cell is transferred 
from natural sea water to a diluted natural or KCl-rich sea water, we 
may imagine that in X0 distribution equilibrium with the new solu- 
tion is set up at once, while in the main body of the X  layer the con- 
centrations remain for a  time at their former values as in Fig.  5a. 
Between these two regions there will be a concentration gradient, the 
length of which we may call ~.  Distances along this gradient normal 
to the boundary surface will be measured in terms of the linear co- 
ordinate x.  This situation is illustrated in Fig. 5b. 
We may now inquire under what conditions (i.e., with which exter- 
nal solutions)  K ÷ will diffuse from this outer film further into the X 
layer, and under what conditions K + will diffuse outward from the 
main body of the X  layer into the surface film.  Since it is probable 
that K + will diffuse inward when the concentration of K  in the ex- 
ternal solution is very high, and outward when it is very low, the prob- 
lem resolves itself into the calculation, for each of the KCl-rich sea E.  B.  DAMON  399 
waters, of the critical dilution at which K + does not diffuse in either 
direction in the X  layer. 
Nernst  ~3 was the first to point out that the diffusion of an ion de- 
pends not only on the concentration gradient but also on the electro- 
static forces which are set up in maintaining electro-neutrality when 
Natural sea water  C~  C~'  C: 
Outer (X) layer of Valonia  c~  c~  I  c~ 
protoplasm 
Main body of protoplasm 
FIG. 5a 
Diluted  natural  or  KC1- 
rich sea water  C~  C[  r  C2 
r  if 
Xo  c2  c~  c~ 
Outer (X) layer of VaIonia  ..................  x  = 
protoplasm  ..................  x  =  0 
l  lr 
C 1  C 1  C1 
Main body of protoplasm 
Fm.  5b 
FIo.  5. Hypothetical diagrams  of  Val~ia  protoplasm,  showing  conditions 
which  are  assumed in  the  calculation of the  critical dilutions.  The symbols 
t  II  cl, cl, and ci denote the concentrations of K +, Na+, and C1- in the outer, non- 
aqueous  (X) layer of the protoplasm, in distribution equilibrium with natural 
sea water, in which the concentrations of these ions are C~, C~  ~, and C1.  Simi- 
!  It  larly, c~, c~, and c~ represent the concentrations of these ions in a portion of the 
X layer in distribution equilibrium with a diluted natural or modified sea water 
tl  in which the concentrations of K ÷, Na  +, and Cl- are C~, C~, and C~. 
ions have unequal mobilities.  This has been expressed in mathema- 
tical form by Planck  14 in the equation: 
,  dc'  ,  , d~ 
n'  --  -u  RT ~  -  u  ~c  ~  (4a) 
where n' is the number of cations of some particular species (here K +) 
which at any point of the boundary layer pass through unit area in 
18 Nemst, W., Z. phys. Chem., 1888, g, 613. 
14 Planck, M., Sitzungsber. preuss. Akad. Wiss., physikal.-malh. Kl., 1930, 367. 400  CONCENTRATION  EFFECT WITH VALONIA 
unit  time, 
Na+: 
and for CI-: 
the  solvent  being  at  rest.  Similarly  we  may  write  for 
n" =  -u"_~r ~  -  u"  ¢." ~  (41,) 
Here u', u", and v represent the relative mobilities, and c', ¢", and c 
the concentrations of the K+, Na +, and C1- ions in the X  layer; R, 
the gas law constant; T, the absolute temperature; ¢, the charge on a 
gram  mole of  univalent ions;  4,  the  electrostatic potential.  If no 
current flows: 
n' +  ."  --.  (5) 
n Ip,  Substituting in equation (5) the values of n',  and n given in equa- 
tions (4a, b, c), we obtain: 
cl~, =  _R  2  dld~(.'c'  +  u"c"  -- ~c)  (6) 
which is the fundamental equation for the diffusion potential as de- 
rived by Planck.  14 
Eliminating ~  from equations (4a) and (6), we obtain an equation  *~ 
for the number of diffusing K ÷ ions in terms of concentrations and 
mobilities alone: 
-  +  - 
At the  critical  dilution, we  assume that,  as stated  on page 398, 
K + does not  diffuse in either direction so that  n'  =  0.  Then: 
de'  d/d:du'c'  + u"c" -  ~) 
=  c'  (8) 
dx  ~1/¢.  ~ ~  ~l:att "-[- VG 
15 Equations apparently similar  to equation (7) but using a different notation 
are  given by McBain, J.  W.,  and  Dawson,  C.  R.,  J.  Am.  Chem.  Soc.,  1934, 
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which may be simplified algebraically  t6 to  give: 
&'  d/dx(u"d' -  ~c) 
--  =  c'  (9) 
dx  ~'c  tr  4- Vc 
Since u' does not appear in equation (9) we see that the critical dilu- 
tion is independent of the mobility of the retarded ion. 
In order to integrate equation (9) the concentrations c and c" must 
be expressed as functions of x.  For our purposes, however, it is not 
necessary to postulate any particular form of concentration gradient. 
Thus, for the concentration of C1- we may adopt the general expres- 
sions: 
C =  Ct -'1- (Ca --  cl)f(x)  (10) 
dc 
--  =  (ca  --  el)/'(x)  (lOa)  dx 
where f(x) may be any continuous function of x  which satisfies the 
conditions: 
whenx--0,  f(x) =0,  and hence  c=cl 
whenx=~,  f(x)--  1,  and hence  c= c~ 
Here the subscripts have the same meaning as in Fig. 5.  Equations 
similar to (10) may be written for c' and c", using suitable functions 
of x (not necessarily identical with f(x)).  The three equations, how- 
ever, must be related to one another in such a  way that the law of 
electro-neutrality is maintained for all values of x.  An expression for 
c" which fulfills this requirement is obtained by combining equation 
(10) with the equation expressing the condition of electro-neutrality: 
c'+c"  =  c.  We get: 
d'  =  cl  +  (c~  -  el)/(x)  -  c'  (li) 
dc"  dc' 
=  (~  -  c,)/'(x)  -  --  Ola) 
dx  dx 
t6By  multiplying  the  equation  by 
~t  d  ~G  p 
"I~'Pc  p  "4-  u ppcp~  -{-  vc , then  subtracting  Uric  tr  -~- V6 
from both sides. 
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By substituting  these values  of c  and c" in equation  (9)  and simpli- 
fying  algebraically we  obtain: 
1  do__."  ~  =  u"  --  v  (c2  --  ¢1)  if(x)  (12) 
c'  ax  u"  +  v  cl  +  (c, -  cDf(x) 
which  may now be  integrated  over the  length  of the  concentration 
gradient: 
fi'  f  s  /'(x)dx 
2  dc___~' =-  u"  --  ~  (ca  --  ¢1)  (13) 
c'  u"  +  v  c, +  (~ -  cl).f(x) 
to  give  the  expression: 
t 
log ~  =  ut'__--  v log __¢z  (14) 
61  U  ~! "~ ~)  CI 
which  characterizes the critical dilution. 
Before equation  (14)  can be used, however, cl, c~, ct', and c,', repre- 
senting unknown concentrations in the X  layer, must be expressed in 
terms of known  concentrations  or  activities in  the  external  solution 
with which the X  layer is assumed to be in distribution  equilibrium. 
The  assumptions  and  approximations  involved  in  this  substitution 
are brought out in the following discussion: 
The activity  x~ of KC1 in a d-fold dilution of natural or KCl-rich sea water is: 
• CKCcl  2 
6ao ~  k t  ~  'YKCI  (15) 
where CK and Cc1 are the total concentrations of K and CI in the undiluted  sea 
water and 3'KCt is the mean activity coefficient for KC1 in a  sea water of dilu- 
tion d.  (For strong electrolytes, like KC1 in aqueous solution,  it is customary 
to define the activity in such a way that kl is equal to unity.)  For the activity 
of KC1 in X0 we may write: 
a~ =  k~ dc  (16) 
assuming that in this layer we are dealing with such dilute solutions that the 
concentrations of the ions may be substituted for their activities without intro- 
ducing serious  error.  Here, as in  Fig.  5,  c and  c' represent  concentrations  of 
C1- and K + ions--not total concentrations of C1 and K--in the X  layer.  Since 
:7 As defined  by Lewis  and RandalF" and  represented in  their notation  by 
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X0 is  in  distribution  equilibrium  with the external  solution,  a, will be propor- 
tional to a~; then: 
t CKCC1  2 
c'C ----  k  8 
Similarly we may write for the distribution  of NaCl between the same two phases: 
CNaCCl  2 
In the present  calculations,  we may neglect  the small difference between  the 
activity coefficients for KC1 and NaC1, and use  the same value of 7  for both 
salts.  For this value we shall  take the mean of 3'KC1 and 3"NaCl, the activity 
coefficients for KC1 and  NaC1 in solutions  of the pure  salts  having the  same 
ionic strength as the d-fold dilution  of sea water. 
In equations  (17a) and (17b), k3 and  "  the  coefficients  '  ks  represent  distribution 
for  KC1  and  NaC1.  Adding  these  two  equations,  and  introducing  for  con- 
venience the ratio, r, defined by equation  (18): 
k; 
,  =  --  (18) 
we obtain 
c(d +  d') =  -~  CcI(CNa +  rCK)  (19) 
If KCI and NaCI are the only substances  present in the X  layer which furnish 
K +, Na  +, and C1- ions in significant  amounts, 
d +  c" = c  (20) 
and 
k*--!  %/Cc,(CNa  + rCK)  (21)  ¢-----  d 
Corresponding expressions  for the concentrations  of Na  + and K + in X0 are 
obtained  by dividing  equation  (17a) by (17b) and  introducing  (i8)  and  (20). 
For K + this gives us: 
c'  rCK  c  (22) 
CNa +  rCK 
To calculate the critical dilutions of the various KCl-rich sea waters, 
we may now combine equations (21) and (22) with (14) and substitute 
numerical  values.  We  obtain,  after  rearrangement,  an  equation: 
d*  1  u"  +  v  CK  u"  0.488  +  0.012 r 
log-  =  log  --  +  log  +  log  (23) 
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d ~ 
which tells us (if the value of r  is known) the value of -- for a  KC1- 
rich sea water in which the concentrations of potassium and sodium 
are  C~  and CNa.  Here  d*  represents  the  critical  dilution;  ~/d, the 
activity coefficient for KC1 and NaC1 in sea water of this dilution; 
T1  (=  0.64),  the activity coefficient for KC1 and NaC1 in undiluted 
sea water; 0.012 and 0.488 the molar concentrations of K  and Na in 
ordinary sea water; u '~ (--  0.114), and v (=  1.00), the relative mobili- 
ties of Na + and C1- in the X  layer; r,  the ratio defined in equation 
(18).  The value of the critical dilution, d*, can readily be obtained 
d* 
from -- by means of a graph  18 in which d  is plotted as a function of d.  v~  "}' 
d* 
Before --  can  be  calculated,  however,  some assumption must  be 
~d 
made as to the value of r, the ratio of the distribution coefficients for 
KC1 and NaC1.  For an analogous case, Shedlovsky and Uhlig  19 have 
predicted  from  theoretical  considerations  that  the  smaller  the  ion 
sizes the smaller will be the partition coefficients (defined as in equa- 
tions  (17a,  b)).  This prediction is confirmed by their measurements 
of distribution between water and guaiacol.  Since the ionic radius 
of Na + is less than that of K +,  we may assume in accordance with 
their prediction that k3" is smaller than k3', and hence that r is not less 
than unity. 
We then find that according to equation (23)  it makes little differ- 
ence what value (greater than unity) is assigned to r.  If as a  lower 
limit we set r  equal to unity the final term of equation (23)  becomes 
zero,  since in  all  these  sea  waters CNa  +  C~  ---  0.500.  If, on the 
is Data for constructing  such a graph are given in the following table.  The 
values of ~, given in the second line are means of "YKCl  and ~'NaCI taken from the 
table compiled by Harned.  TM  The third line gives the dilutions of Bermuda sea 
water which have the ionic strengths listed in line I. 
Ionic strength .......  0.05  0.1  0.2  0.5  1.0 
Activity  coefficient, 
~, .................  0.818  0.771  0.722  0.661  0.627 
Dilution, d ..........  14.43  7.23  3.61  1.44  0.72 
d 
-  . .................  17.64  9.38  5.01  2.18  1.15 
19 Shedlovsky, T., and Uhlig, H. H., J. Gen. Physiol., 1933-34, 17, 563. ~.  B.  D~ON  405 
other hand, we allow the value of r to increase without limit, the last 
The following table 
0.012 
term of equation (23) approaches  log  C~ 
gives the values of the critical dilution for the sea waters used in 
these experiments, calculated for these two extreme cases.  It will 
be seen that the calculated values of d* are little influenced by the 
value assigned to r. 
Molar concentration of K  in undiluted sea 
waters ......  .......................  0.S00  0.200  0.050  0.012 
Critical dilution, calc., if r is equal to unity  10.0  5.7  2.4  1.0 
Critical dilution, calc., if • is infinitely  large  7.9  4,8  2.3  1.0 
In the  case of natural  sea water,  equation  (23) states  that  the 
undiluted  solution  represents  the  critical  dilution.  This  follows 
directly from the assumption (Fig. 5a)  of uniform concentrations of 
K +, Na  +, and CI- throughout the X layer in distribution equilibrium 
with natural sea water, since in the absence of concentration gradients 
we should not expect a net diffusion in either direction. 
The assumption that the concentrations of K +, Na  +, and C1- are 
uniform throughout the X layer when the cell has been for a long time 
in natural sea water does not take into account the fact that cells 
growing in ordinary sea water actually do take in KC1  and NaC1. 
Accordingly, these calculations apply strictly only to cells which are 
not growing.  In the case of growing cells, however, the calculations 
may be regarded as approximately correct, since we may assume that 
the net diffusion which accompanies growth in ordinary sea water is 
a  very slow process in comparison with the diffusion which follows 
the important changes in the composition of the external solution 
during the experiments reported here. 
Experiments show that the critical dilution for natural  sea  water 
is in fact somewhat greater than the calculated value, unity.  If the 
K + ions present in ordinary sea water were actually without influence, 
the P.D. should remain unchanged when these ions are replaced by 
Na  + ions.  It  has been found,  2°  however, that  the P.D. with  such 
KCl-free sea water is 2 to 4 my. less than with ordinary sea water. 
20 Damon, E. B., ]. Gen. Physiol.,  1932-33,  16t 378,  curve marked  CK  -- 0; 
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This effect is much too large to be ascribed to the change in concen- 
tration of Na + alone, which according to equation  (16) should lead to 
a decrease of only 0.2 mv.  On the other hand, the effect is consider- 
ably less than  might  be predicted from the behavior with  KCl-rich 
sea waters.  It has been shown  ~1 that the initial rise in 1,.D. with un- 
diluted KCl-rich sea waters is given by the expression: 
t'.D.  =  59.1 Iog (BCK +  D)  (my. at 25 °)  (24) 
where the constants B  and D  have the values 23.4 and 0.72, respec- 
tively.  According  to  this  equation,  a  decrease  of 8.5  my.  is  to  be 
expected with  KCl-free sea water.  We may conclude,  accordingly, 
that while K + still plays a part in the 1".I). with ordinary sea water, its 
influence is diminished because this solution is not far from the criti- 
cal dilution; a  slight dilution then suffices to prevent K + from affect- 
ing the P.D.  This is the behavior which we should expect in growing 
cells. 
In the case of the KCl-rich sea waters, the variation in the observed 
1,.D.'s is  too great  to permit  assigning  precise values to the  critical 
dilutions.  It  will  be seen from Fig.  2,  however,  that  the  range  of 
calculated values given in the above table is consistent with the ex- 
periments.  The  agreement  between  the  observed  and  calculated 
values  of  critical  dilution  is  especially  striking  if  the  P.l~.-dilution 
curves of Fig. 2 are fitted to the highest  (instead of the average)  ob- 
served values of I~.D.  Since in these measurements the experimental 
errors tend to make the observed P.D.'s too low, there is good reason 
to believe that  these highest values of P.D. are the most reliable. 
It is evident from Fig. 2 that  the observed values of critical dilu- 
tion  with  the  KCl-rich  sea waters  are  in  no  case  higher  than  the 
values computed for r  =  1.  This confirms the assumption, based on 
the prediction  of Shedlovsky and  Uhlig,  that  the  distribution  coef- 
ficient for KC1 is not  less  than  that  for NaC1.  Unfortunately,  we 
cannot  draw from the present  data a  more definite conclusion as to 
the value of r.  It is possible that r may vary considerably from cell 
to cell, or in the same cell under different conditions. 
The success of these calculations of critical dilution  shows the im- 
portance of the diffusion process in the X  layer for determining  the 
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behavior of K + in the concentration effect.  With those smaller dilu- 
tions of KCl-rich sea waters where K + plays an important part in the 
r.D., we find that the diffusion of K + in the X layer is directed inward: 
K + enters the protoplasm from these solutions.  With higher dilu- 
tions of these sea waters, where K+ appears to play no part in the 
P.D., we find that the diffusion of K + in the X  layer is directed out- 
ward:  K + tends to pass from the protoplasm to the external solution 
until the concentration gradient in X  reaches the steady state defined 
by equation (14).  Since the r.D. with these solutions shows no evi- 
dence of the outward diffusion of K+ we may conclude (1)  that the 
amount of KC1 ordinarily present in the protoplasm is too small to 
produce any lasting electrical effect when the external sea water is 
diluted and (2)  that under the conditions of these experiments KC1 
does not diffuse out from the vacuole rapidly enough to  affect the 
P.D. appredably. 
In contrast to the behavior of K +, it appears that there is little 
hindrance to the outward diffusion of Na  + and C1- from the vacuole. 
From the constancy of the P.D. in dilute sea waters (above the critical 
dilution)  we may infer  (1)  that  NaC1 comes out from the vacuole 
rapidly  enough  to  maintain  a  practically  constant  concentration 
gradient in the X  layer, and (2)  that the outward diffusion of NaCI 
has little effect on the P.D. at the Y layer.  It is possible that small 
changes in the P.D. at X  are compensated by simultaneous changes in 
the P.D. at  Y. 
The failure of K+ to come out from the vacuole indicates that the 
mechanism by which KC1 is accumulated in the cell sap remains effec- 
tive when the cell is exposed for brief intervals to isotonic dilutions of 
sea  waters.  Unfortunately,  the  study  of  concentration  effect has 
furnished no new information as to the nature of this mechanism.  In 
the present discussion, it has been tacitly assumed that  this mecha- 
nism is to be found at the Y layer.  It may consistently be assumed, 
for example, that the Y layer behaves like the guaiacol layer of the 
model proposed by Osterhout and his coworkers.  =2 
It has been mentioned in earlier reports that more drastic treatment 
(too prolonged exposure, or exposure to too high dilutions) produces 
in  VaIonia secondary changes which are made evident by a  sudden 
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reversal of the sign of the P.D. across the protoplasm.  It is perhaps 
significant that this change in r.D. is in the direction which we should 
expect from outward diffusion of KC1 from the vacuole, if this were 
made possible by a  breakdown of the  mechanism  by which  KCI is 
accumulated. 
Since this reversal of the sign of the P.D. is produced also by ex- 
posure to undiluted KCl-free sea water  ~°, it appears that the decreased 
activity of KC1 in the external solution, rather than any other effect 
of dilution, may be the most important factor in causing the secondary 
changes.  This would explain why greater dilutions of KCl-rich  sea 
waters than of natural sea water can safely be applied to VaIonia.  In 
the dilutions of KCl-rich sea waters included in Fig. 2, for example, 
the activity of KC1 is in all cases greater than in the fivefold dilution 
of natural  sea water. 
SUMMARY 
The concentration effect with sea waters containing more than the 
normal amount of potassium has been studied in Valonia macrophysa. 
This was done by comparing the initial changes in P.D. across the pro- 
toplasm  when  natural  sea  water  bathing  the  cell  was  replaced  by 
various isotonic dilutions of KCl-rich sea waters. 
With  small dilutions  of KCl-rich  sea waters,  the 1,.D.-time  curves 
are of the same form as with the undiluted  solution,  exhibiting  the 
fluctuations characteristic of KCl-rich solutions.  This indicates that 
with these solutions K + enters  Valonla protoplasm and plays an im- 
portant part in the P.D.  The value of the initial rise in 1,.D. decreases 
with increasing  dilution. 
With  high  dilutions  of KCl-rich  sea waters,  the  P.I).-time  curves 
are of quite different  shape,  resembling the  curves with  diluted na- 
tural  sea water;  the I,.D. is practically independent of small changes 
in the concentration of potassium, and increases with increasing dilu- 
tion.  That is, with these higher dilutions, the sign of the concentra- 
tion effect is reversed, becoming the same as with diluted natural sea 
water. 
The  greater the concentration  of KC1 in the undiluted  sea water, 
the higher is the critical dilution at which K + ceases to influence the 
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For a wide range of sea waters containing both KC1 and NaC1, it 
is shown that the concentration effect above the critical dilution is 
determined solely by the activity of NaC1 in the external solution. 
It is concluded that with dilute natural sea water and with high dilu- 
tions of KCl-rich sea waters we have to do with a diffusion potential, 
involving only the Na  ÷ and Cl- ions, which are diffusing out from the 
vacuole. ' 
A quantitative relation between the composition of the sea water 
and the critical dilution has been deduced from the classical theory of 
the diffusion of electrolytes.  It is shown that with dilutions less than 
this critical value the diffusion of K + in the outer non-aqueous layer 
of the protoplasm is directed inward; hence K+ enters the protoplasm 
from these solutions.  With dilutions greater than the critical value, 
the diffusion of K + in this layer is directed outward; hence K + does 
not enter the protoplasm. 
Since the P.D. shows no evidence of this outward diffusion of K +, 
it is concluded that the amount of K + ordinarily present in the proto- 
plasm is too small to produce any lasting electrical effect, and that 
the outward diffusion of K + from the vacuole is prevented by the 
mechanism responsible for the accumulation of KC1 in the cell sap. 